Abstract: In this paper we study the solution of a system of equations Ax=b with singular and nearly singular, symmetric positive definite coefficient matrix A. Our algorithm based on, the Divide and Conquer strategy leading to the Divide-andConquer Algorithm (D&C algorithm) with, Cholesky's factorization algorithm. The Cholesky's factorization will be used to convert the matrix into a product of the form LL T , where L is a lower triangular matrix. The algorithm will be implemented on MATLAB and simulated as a user-subroutine. The user-subroutine is considering MATLAB features for reducing the round-off error especially for sensitive systems. Numerical examples will be given of a non-singular matrix and another for illconditioned matrix. The effect of round-off error will be analyzed. Results will be compared with previous ones, where LU factorization is used.
Introduction
The problem of matrix inversion is considered to be one of the basic problems widely Received: February 21, 2013 c 2014 Academic Publications, Ltd. § Correspondence author encountered in science and engineering fields. It is usually an essential part of many solutions, e.g., as preliminary steps for optimization, single processing, electromagnetic systems, robotic control, statistics and physics. Some effective direct solution algorithms exploiting displacement representation can be found in [2, 3] . Alternative iterative methods were proposed in [1] . The later methods non-trivially extend some preceding work for general input matrices [3] and can be most effective for well conditioned inputs.
Solving computational mathematical problems through using partial differential equations (PDE), integral equations, and boundary value problems in ordinary differential equations (ODE), normally produce system of linear equations.
Cholesky's method is a method for solving a linear system of equations Ax=b for special case when A is a symmetric positive definite matrix. [4, 5, 6, 10] . That is when A T = Aand all the eigenvalues of A are positive. Such systems occur in a very wide range of important applications usually associated with a 'minimum energy principle'. Cholesky's method relies on the following result. Any symmetric positive definite matrix A can be factorized into A = LL T , where L is a lower triangular matrix. All computational results in this paper are performed in MATLAB. [9] . using different computational digits.
The relative error is computed using the formula:
In this paper the inverse of the matrix A will be computed by factorizing the matrix into a product of lower and upper triangular matrices, and then we apply the divide and conquer algorithm. The main aim of this work is to find the inverse of nearly singular positive definite matrices using Divide and Conquer Algorithm where the computational decimal digits will be increased to overcome the sensitivity of the system. In Section 2 we present an overview of the Cholesky Factorization and Divide and Conquer Algorithms for finding the inverse of nearly singular matrices.
In Section 3, different examples of non-singular and nearly singular systems will be given and solved for increasing number of digits in the calculations; calculations will be simulated using our own subroutines in the mathematical code MATLAB. Concluding remarks and comments will be is in Section four.
Divide and Conquer Algorithm
Divide and conquer (D&C)is an important algorithm design paradigm. It works by recursively breaking down a problem into two or more sub-problems of the same type, until these become simple enough to be solved directly. The solutions to the sub-problems are then combined to give a solution to the original problem. [5, 10, 7] .
Three Divide and Conquer approach summarized in the following steps:
1. Divide the problem into two or smaller sub-problem.
2. Conquer the sub-problem by solving them recursively.
3. Combine the solutions to the sub-problems into the solutions for the original problem.
Consider the nxn upper triangular matrix L
The inverse of an upper or lower triangular matrix is itself upper or lower triangular.
If L is lower triangular matrix partitioned as
Then let B be a matrix of equal dimensions and partitioned as L as
The equation
Therefore the inverse of the lower triangular matrix L is given by
Consider nxn upper triangular matrix U If U is upper triangular matrix partitioned as
Then let B be a matrix of equal dimensions and partitioned as U as
The equation UB = I, If U is invertible and then U −1 = B U 11 B 11 = I implies B 11 = U Therefore the inverse of the upper triangular matrix U is given by
Algorithm of the Divide and Conquer user subroutine in MATLAB for computing A −1 :
1. Consider a n x n square matrix, 2. Use the Cholesky algorithm to factorize the matrix into a product of upper and lower triangular matrices A=LL T , where L is Cholesky factor of A and
Computation of U 
Numerical Examples and Results
The matrix A is factorized by Cholesky-factorization into a product of upper and lower triangular matrices A=LL T , where L is Cholesky factor of A and L T is the transpose of L. let L T = U are computed by Divide and Conquer MATLAB user sub routines for different number of computational digits. Example 1. Consider the non-singular 8x8 symmetric positive definite matrix. 
The inverse of the lower triangular matrix L −1 is also computed by Divide and conquer method Table 3 .1 and Figure 1 , it's clear that computational results of the (D&C) user subroutine in this example are of less residual relative error than of LU factorization for some digits. When considering more calculation digits the subroutine with LU factorization gives less residual relative error than of the subroutine Cholesky. Results also show that increasing the number of the computational digits significantly reduces the relative residual error (res inv ) in two cases. 
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Concluding Remarks
We first recalled built-in MATLAB functions for the inversion of the symmetric positive definite matrices and then presented our own alternative MATLAB user-subroutine based on Divide-and-Conquer strategy with Cholesky factorization, There are several challenges to overcome to fully exploit the available capabilities of our algorithm. First, the number of digits considered in the calculations are increased to reduce the round-off error. Second, the matrices are scaled before the factorization. Third, the number of operations is reduced. The numerical calculations show that for well conditioned matrices the Divide-and-Conquer scheme results in obtaining almost same accuracy results. When the matrix is ill-conditioned, our calculations show the advantages of our MATLAB user-subroutines in the manipulation of sensitive systems. Results of our User-subroutine, based on Cholesky factorization, show the advantages of the algorithm over previous calculations with 
